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Abstract
Fifty patients with colonic tuberculosis are reported in whom a colono-scopic diagnosis confirmed by histological examination was possible in 40. Bacteriological studies did not increase the diagnostic yield. Abdominal pain was the most common symptom (90%) and an abdominal mass the most common abnormal physical finding (58%). A nodular mucosa with areas of ulceration was the usual colono-scopic finding. Ileocaecal disease was found in 16, ileocaecal and contiguous ascending colon disease in 14, segmental colonic tuberculosis in 13, ileocaecal disease and non-confluent involvement of another part of the colon in five, and pancolitis in two patients. This report emphasises that colono-scopy is a useful procedure for diagnosing colonic tuberculosis and that segmental colonic tuberculosis is not uncommon.

The ability to diagnose colonic tuberculosis by the now widely available technique of colono-scopy, the increase in extra pulmonary tuberculosis in the West, and the likelihood that intestinal tuberculosis will be increasingly seen in patients with AIDS, has once again focused attention on intestinal tuberculosis. Fewer than 100 colono-scopically diagnosed patients with colonic tuberculosis have been reported so far.

The present study describes the clinical and colono-scopic features of 50 consecutive patients with colonic tuberculosis, and emphasises that contrary to published data, segmental colonic tuberculosis (colonic tuberculosis without involvement of the caecum) is not uncommon, and that colonic tuberculosis can often be diagnosed by histological examination of mucosal biopsies obtained at colono-scopy.

Results
Colonic tuberculosis was diagnosed in 50 patients during this 10 year study period. Sixteen had disease confined to the ileocaecal region, 14 had ileocaecal and contiguous involvement of variable lengths of the ascending colon, 13 had segmental colonic tuberculosis with involvement of the ascending colon in five, transverse colon in six, and descending colon in two. Five had ileocaecal and non-confluent involvement of another part of the colon, and in two the entire colon was affected.

Abdominal pain occurred in 90%, weight loss in 74%, anorexia in 60% and fever and diarrhoea in 56% of all patients. None had pulmonary symptoms.

A firm, usually tender abdominal mass of variable size (58%), and ascites (10%) were the only abnormal physical findings. The erythrocyte sedimentation rate was raised (>30 mm/h) in 38 of the 50 patients.

Chest radiographs showed evidence of healed tuberculosis (fibrosis and/or calcification) in nine patients and active pulmonary tuberculosis (presence of acid fast bacilli in the sputum and/or gastric juice) in seven patients with ileocaecal disease and in both patients with pancolitis.

Methods
PATIENTS
The hospital records of all patients diagnosed to have colonic tuberculosis in this department during the last 10 years were analysed. Colono-scopy had been performed in all these patients with an Olympus colo-scope after bowel preparation with either mannitol saline or a polyethylene glycol electrolyte solution. Six to eight biopsies from the lesions were taken for histological examination. These biopsies included the edge and base of an ulcer when present. Bouins solution was used as the fixative. Serial sections were cut and six slides with six sections each were made and alternate slides stained with haemotoxylin and eosin for evaluation. Two to three additional biopsies were collected in sterile 0.9% sodium chloride and homogenised. Smears prepared from the homogenate were stained with the Auramine O fluorescence acid fast stain and examined under a fluorescence microscope for fluorescing bacilli. The homogenate was also cultured on Lowenstein Jensen medium and the presence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis on the culture slopes confirmed using standard methods.

COLONOSCOPY
Ulcerated areas a few millimetres up to 2 cm long, and a nodular friable mucosa were the most common lesions. These were often present in the same patient. The areas of ulceration were superficial and generally had sharply defined but irregular margins. The ulcer base was not friable and was covered with slough which was difficult to wash away. The surrounding mucosa was nodular and hyperaemic and blended imperceptibly with normal mucosa. In two patients numerous pale, polypoid mucosal lesions of variable size arising from a slightly hyperemic mucosa were seen, and in one patient a solitary linear ulcer in the caecum was present. When the ileocaecal valve was involved it was oedematous and deformed and usually had areas of superficial ulceration. In the two patients with diffuse involvement of the colon, the mucosa from the rectum to the caecum was hyperaemic and friable.
and had areas of circumferential ulcerations of different sizes along the entire length of the colon. In all patients biopsies were taken from the base and the edge of ulcers when present, from the areas of nodularity and from adjacent normal looking mucosa.

HISTOLOGY

The diagnosis of tuberculosis was made histologically on colonoscopically taken mucosal biopsies in 40 of the 50 patients. Thirty seven of these 40 biopsies showed areas of ulceration, the base of which contained loosely arranged small clusters or larger compact agglomeration of epithelioid cells beneath the granulation tissue (Fig 1). Langhans giant cells were also present in 24 and focal areas of caseation in nine of these biopsies. These features were considered adequate to establish a diagnosis of tuberculosis. Of the 40 biopsies, 27 biopsies also showed non-ulcerated areas, in addition to areas of ulceration which showed features suggestive of tuberculosis, and contained mucosa and submucosa. Compact clusters of epithelioid cells (Fig 2) or well formed granulomas were present only in the mucosal lamina propria in six biopsies, in the submucosa only in seven biopsies (Figs 3a, b), and in both the mucosa and the submucosa in 11 biopsies, while three biopsies showed only chronic non-specific inflammation in the non-ulcerated area. Epithelioid collections were present in 10 of the 13 biopsies which contained only mucosal lamina propria.

In 10 patients the biopsies had features of chronic inflammation but no granulomas, caseation or collection of epithelioid cells. The diagnosis of tuberculosis was confirmed in specimens of colon resected at laparotomy in two of these patients. Of the remaining eight patients, three had evidence of pulmonary tuberculosis for which treatment was initiated. Five patients were started on treatment for tuberculosis empirically. All 50 patients responded dramatically to standard therapy for tuberculosis with diminution of abdominal pain and fever, and improvement in appetite and weight gain.

No fluorescing bacilli were seen in any of the smears prepared from the tissue homogenates and Mycobacterium tuberculosis was cultured from only three of the 50 biopsies. In all three the histology was suggestive of tuberculosis.

Discussion

The present report confirms published data that the caecum is most often affected in colonic tuberculosis. This is probably because the caecum is an area of physiological stasis, and a site of avid water and electrolyte absorption and relatively little digestive activity. These factors permit prolonged contact between the bacilli and the caecal mucosa. Segmental colonic tuberculosis was diagnosed in 26% of patients in this series, suggesting that this form of colonic tuberculosis may not be as uncommon as previously believed. Whether this observation reflects a change in the presentation of colonic tuberculosis or improved diagnostic capability is not clear from this study. Earlier reports on segmental colonic involvement suggested that the sigmoid colon was most frequently involved. More recent reports, including the present study show that the ascending and transverse colon are usually affected.

The symptoms in caecal tuberculosis and in segmental involvement are similar. Abdominal pain which has no diagnostic characteristics is the most frequently reported symptom although in at least one report diarrhoea was the most common complaint. The pain is most frequently lower abdominal, but can be felt in any part of the abdomen especially when there is associated small bowel involvement. Colicky pain suggests the presence of intestinal obstruction, while the less common continuous dull ache suggests peritoneal inflammation. Weight loss is common and occurred in 74% of our patients. Weight loss could be the result of increased
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catabolism subsequent to infection, malabsorption secondary to small bowel bacterial overgrowth, increased bile salt losses from the ileum, anorexia, and postprandial abdominal discomfort.

In primary colonic tuberculosis clinical examination may be entirely normal or reveal evidence of an abdominal mass or ascites. The mass can be made of thickened colon, lymph nodes, mesenteric fat and omentum. In all our patients, except the two with diffuse involvement in whom ulcerative colitis was diagnosed at colonoscopy, the patient with a solitary caecal ulcer in whom a diagnosis of tuberculosis was made, and the two patients with polyoidal lesions, a colonic neoplasm was considered in the differential diagnosis because there are no clinical or colonoscopic features diagnostic of colonic tuberculosis. Other diseases which should be considered in the differential diagnosis include ameboma, periappendicular abscess, colonic lymphoma, ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease.

Colonoscopic differentiation between tuberculosis of the colon and Crohn’s colitis can be difficult. The changes caused by acute inflammation of the colonic mucosa – namely, oedematous mucosal folds, mucosal ulcerations and nodularity, luminal narrowing, strictures and pseudopolyps, can occur in both conditions. Small aphthous ulcers were considered specific for Crohn’s colitis. Small aphthous ulcers, however, have recently been described in tuberculous colitis, but are distinctly uncommon. In the present series no patient was found to have aphthous ulcers. The focal erosions referred to as erythematous mucosal plaques, which are believed to represent a preaphthous ulcer phase have been described in Crohn’s colitis but not, so far, in tuberculous colitis. Although ulcers in both conditions can be of variable size, shape and depth, in tuberculosis the ulcers are generally transverse and the margins sharply defined with surrounding erythema. Deep, tortuous ulcers are more commonly seen in Crohn’s colitis but, in contrast with tuberculosis, reactive mucosal change surrounding the ulcer is characteristically absent. But perhaps the most important distinguishing feature is that the ulcers in Crohn’s disease occur on a normal appearing mucosa whereas in tuberculous colitis the mucosa surrounding the ulcer has features of inflammation such as erythema, nodularity or oedema. Although a cobblestone appearance of the mucosa has been reported in tuberculous of the colon its presence is strongly suggestive of Crohn’s disease. Both diseases can result in deformity, nodularity and ulceration of the ileocaecal valve. A patulous ileocaecal valve with surrounding heaped up folds or one which is destroyed by disease is, however, more likely to be the result of tuberculosis than Crohn’s disease. Rectal involvement is rare in tuberculosis but occurs to a variable extent in about 70% of all patients with Crohn’s colitis. Colonic strictures caused by tuberculosis are generally but not invariably short <3 cm and mucosal bridging has not been described in tuberculous colitis.

Although colonic tuberculosis and Crohn’s colitis are regarded as granulomatous disorders, differences in the appearance of the granulomas and other histological features can sometimes help distinguish between these two conditions. In tuberculosis the granulomas can be larger and vary in appearance from a diffuse collection of epithelioid cells to compact collections of oval or spindle shaped epithelioid cells which have abundant pale cytoplasm and oval, pale vesicular nuclei. Confluent granulomas are strongly suggestive of tuberculosis. In contrast, in Crohn’s disease the granulomas are not confluent even though two or three may lie in close proximity. These granulomas are typically comprised of closely packed aggregates of eosinophilic epitheliod cells and giant cells surrounded by lymphocytes.
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Figure 3: Histology of colonic mucosa showing many granulomata in the submucosa (a). High power view (b); of a granuloma showing epithelioid cells and giant cells surrounded by lymphocytes.
lioid cells and macrophages. Multinucleated giant cells are usually more abundant in tuberculosis. The presence of central caseation is a hallmark of granulomas caused by tuberculosis, but small areas of central necrosis can occasionally be seen in a granuloma caused by Crohn's disease. The granulomas as a result of tuberculosis are always surrounded by inflammatory cells, whereas the granulomas of Crohn's disease can occur in an otherwise normal biopsy, particularly in the rectum.

The ulcerated area in tuberculosis almost always shows a granulomatous response with loosely arranged collections of epithelioid cells and multinucleated giant cells with or without granulomas in the deeper aspects of the biopsies but in Crohn's disease the ulcers and fissures may not always show granulomas.

Unlike tuberculosis the inflammatory infiltrate in the lamina propria in Crohn's colitis shows variation in the density of the infiltrate in different parts of the biopsy and has been regarded as the histological counterpart of the macroscopic patchy inflammation.

Scanning electron microscopy has shown goblet cell hyperplasia and increased mucus secretion while axonal degeneration has been shown by electron microscopy in Crohn's disease. It is not clear whether these findings are specific for Crohn's disease because similar studies in intestinal tuberculosis have not been done. The demonstration of acid fast bacilli in tissue sections is, however, diagnostic of tuberculosis.

Although these colonoscopic and histological features will often help distinguish colonic tuberculosis from Crohn's colitis, as with any other disease all the facts pertaining to the patient must be taken into consideration before arriving at a diagnosis. Thus in a patient with equivocal colonoscopic and histological findings, the absence of internal and cutaneous fistulæ, fissures, perianal and ischiorectal abscesses (which occur in over 50% of patients with Crohn's colitis) or extraintestinal manifestations such as skin lesions, uveitis, iritis, liver disease, arthralgia and arthritis (which occur in approximately 20% of patients with Crohn's colitis) would strongly favour a diagnosis of tuberculosis in which condition these complications are rare. No patient in the present study had perianal complications, extraintestinal manifestations such as uveitis or arthritis, fistulæ or colonic perforation.

Initial reports suggested that the diagnostic yield in colonic tuberculosis by colonoscopy was poor. Moshal et al. were unable to diagnose colonic tuberculosis by colonoscopy in any of their nine patients who were subsequently diagnosed at laparotomy to have the disease. The present report, however, confirms the results of more recent reports in adults and in children that colonoscopy is a useful method of diagnosing colonic tuberculosis. Factors which influence the diagnostic yield of colonoscopic biopsies include the number of biopsies taken and sections examined, the age of the lesions, because in early lesions the characteristic granulomas with caseation may not have developed, and previous therapy for tuberculosis because treatment can alter the characteristic histology so that only non-
specific inflammatory changes are present.

Previous reports have emphasised that granulomas found on submucosa and hence cannot be detected in mucosal biopsies such as those taken at colonoscopy. Our data suggest that this is not true because careful evaluation of the base of ulcers will often show epithelioid cell clusters and granulomas (Fig 1) and submucosa is often obtained in colonoscopic biopsies. The question of how many biopsies should be taken remains unresolved. It is our policy to take a minimum of six biopsies including the floor of an ulcer.

Culture of homogenised mucosal biopsies may be useful because Mycobacterium tuberculosis can be cultured from the homogenate even when histological examination shows a non-specific inflammatory response. The reason for the low culture yield in the present report could be because only two to three biopsies were cultured.

Occasionally despite careful histological and bacteriological studies on colonoscopically obtained colonic mucosal biopsies from patients suspected to have colonic tuberculosis and careful clinical examination, proof of tuberculosis is not forthcoming as happened in five of our patients. In such instances we believe as do others that it is justifiable to treat these patients empirically rather than subject them to a diagnostic laparotomy. This is because the response to treatment is usually dramatic. A sense of well being prevails usually within 10 days, the fever and abdominal pain always subside within three weeks of starting antituberculosis therapy and there is rapid weight gain particularly in those patients with a previous history of weight loss. Patients with symptoms of subacute intestinal obstruction due to tuberculosis strictures should not be subjected to surgery initially because these patients generally respond well to medical treatment. Surgery should be reserved for complications such as perforation, fistula formation, and complete intestinal obstruction.

In conclusion, this report suggests that segregation of tuberculous colitis is not as uncommon as previously believed, that colonoscopy is a useful means of obtaining tissue from which a diagnosis can usually be made by light microscopy and that histological or microbiological proof of tuberculosis may not be essential in all patients before initiating therapy.
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